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Neural networks can process data very efficiently. However, for real-world applications, these neural networks must continue to grow while remembering their previous training. In this project, I used and optimized continual learning for recurrent neural networks (RNNs).

Initial Results:
Initial Accuracy Rate: ~60%
Main Errors: Similar Languages (ex: Spanish and Portuguese)

Challenge of Continual Learning:
NN must retain knowledge when it is trained further on new tasks/languages.

Data Split into 3 Subsets:
Section 1: Romance Languages
Section 2: Germanic + other European Languages
Section 3: Asian + Middle Eastern Languages

Importance: Helps understand nuance of similar languages

Continual Learning: Dataset Accuracies stayed constant (deviation <5%) even when not actively trained on

Final Results:
Final Accuracy Rate: ~55%
Most Accurate Dataset: Subsets 2 and 3 (same average)

Implementation and Training
Next Step: Continual ML
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